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INDUSTRY-, TRANSPORT AND NATURAL RESOURCES (item 5 (e) of the agenda)
(continued)

(i) General (continued)

Report of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and

Transport on their second session (E/CN»14/245; Corr.I and Add. 1)

The CHAIRMAN proposed to the Committee that it should adopt the

report of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport,

taking into consideration the criticisms and suggestions put forward by the

various delegations in the course of the preceding meeting.

It was so decided,

(ii) Industry (continued)

Report of the West African Industrial Co-ordination Mission (B/CN.I4/246
and Corr.l)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the report of the

¥est African Industrial Co-ordination Mission.

Mr. SHOLOLA (Nigeria) summed up the merits and shortcomings of the

report. The document had a threefold interest. It attempted for the

first time to group the countries of West Africa into three sub-regions. It

clarified their common aspirations and stressed the necessity of ensuring the

balanced economic development of the sub-region. Finally, it advocated the

establishment of large-scale industries at sub-regional level, by virtue of the

principles of international specialization, the division of labour and

economies of size whilo indicating the small and medium scale industries

which might be established in each country.

The report under review, however, was also characterized by shortcomings

that could not be passed over in silence. It contained a number of omissions

in the list of mineral resources indicated. It formulated some arguable

proposals regarding the choice of sites for industries, for choice in such

a matter should be made on the basis of up-to-date information and take into

account political and economic factors. The report excluded certain paper

and cardboard manufactures from the list of those contemplated, although'

those products would, on the contrary, allow substitution of a large volume
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of imports. The £m.:..lj. and medium scale industries, the establishment of

which was proposed, ht,d no connexion with the large-scale industries

studied. Finally, the report sinned against the vital principle of an

integrated economic policy, ..hich should seek the establishment of fresh

trade channels rather than shifting those that already existed.

as had already "been proposed, it would be necessary to wait until a

new "..est African mission had submitted a report before it would be possible

to take any decision on the question of co-ordinated industrial planning.

lir. KABCOUEI (Togo) congratulated the secretariat upon its immense

work on the co-ordination and harmonization of industrial programmes, but

stressed the fact that decisions concerning projects affecting severeV

countries rested solely with the governmental authorities of the countries

concerned,,

The Vest African Industrial Co-ordination Jiission had arbitrarily re

grouped the countries visited without, in particular, taking into account

the fact that Togo, placed in sub-re6ion 2, and Dahomey, placed in sub-

region 3? intended to co-operate on the economic plar.e and had requested,

for that purpose, a contribution from the Special Fund to finance certain

projects.

The project for establishing two superphosphate factories, one in

Senegal and the other in Togo, should only lu,ve been presented as desirable,

in as much as the decision lay with the countries themselves. Similarly,

there was ho question of Togo abandoning its project for a marine salt

extraction1 industry in exchange for a hypothetical sub-regional industry

in Ghana or elsewhere. They should not lose sight ox the fact that,whatever

arguments mi^ht be based on economic considerations, preliminary arrange

ments, especially as regards customs and currency, would have to be worked

out, when the case arose, between the two countries. Although it was normal

and necessary to seek a solution of the problem of cement production as a

sub-regional issue, the decision of Togo to establish a factory for +u-

pulverization of imported clinker was justified by the advantages that would

accrue in obtaining return freight on vessels transporting phosphates for

export. The report of the mission also .passed over in silence the Togo

Government's desire to establish a textile industry on its territory.
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As.far as small-scale and medium industries were concerned, the only

opportunities offered-to Togo by the Mission were the production of insecti

cides and fertilizer mixing. The manufacture of flour and fish oil was not

mentioned, despite the fact that a fishing port was under construction.. The

Industrial Co-ordination Mission alone knew the reasons that had led it to

prefer entrusting those industrial manufacturers to other countries*

The To^o delegation did not wish to interfere with the rights of the

experts in its own country to accept or reject any proposal whatsoever.

■■■■'=■"■' - Mr. NOAH (Sierra Leone) congratulated the ECA and the Industrial

Co-ordination Mission on ^heir report. The problems inherent in industrial

co-ordination ought to be a proached, to begin with, on the sub-regional

level. It would be possible only at a later date.to contemplate co-ordination

on the regional plane, commensurate with what had already been achieved.

Pan-Africanism was only a political and not an economic notiony and in

studying industrial co-ordination, it must not be forgotten that economic

structures and interests differed from one country to another.

The Bamako Conference would be welcome, for it would allow them to- ■

consider those problems more thoroughly, since they would then have at their

disposal a larger volume of information.

The economists had a tendency to overlook the human element in formu

lating their plans. In its work on industrial co-ordination, the ECA ought

to broaden its point of view and take into account the observations of the

Division of Social Affairs, to Hie extent that economic development was in

fluenced by social development.

Finally as the Executive becretary had proposed the ECA.mi^ht examine

the possibilities of establishing a meat products industry and a canned

fruit industry in West Africa, i-.s far as the establishment of a fish

products industry "was concerned, the countries on the seaboard might conclude

.agreements with the inland countries, and in particular the desert countries,

whereby the products processed by the former could alleviate the dietary ■

deficiencies from which the latter suffered.
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Mr.- MOUSSA (iTiger) considered that the -new report, although

excellent, was more of a catalogue than a detailed study, and that it

called for a few observations on the parts dealing with the Niger. , The

mission suggested setting up two iron and steel plants, one on the coast,

the other inlands the latter could be installed forthwith, since in.the

Kiger consumption of iron and steel products was already high, v/ith regard

to the cement industry, it was incorrect to say that the Sokoto factory, in

ITigeria, .would be nearer ITiamey than the cement works of Malbasa.

The Niamey sub-regional bureau could be asked to obtain any information

that was still needed for. the Bamako Conference, notably on the richness of

iron ore and limestone deposits.

The CHAIRMAF pointed out that the Eernis team was responsible-for

that task.

!;r. DIOP (Senegal) said that the Senegalese Government had always

envisaged co-ordination at international level, in its development plans %

it was therefore prepared to abandon certain of its projects in order to

further Africa's economic integration.

His delegation was preparing a draft resolution with a view to organizing

a meeting at sub-regional level of directors of planning, industry and handi

crafts, in other words of the responsible national technicians* to whom

development plans would be submitted for harmonization. The countries con

cerned would thus be able to decide which of their projects could be deferred

or even abandoned.

The mission's report called for a few observations, as it appeared that

the information supplied by the Senegalese Government had not always "been

studied in sufficient detail, that concernin0 the possibilities :of working

iron ore deposits. The agreement between the Ivory Coast and oenegal on

automobile assembly mentioned in the report was still under negotiation' and

had not yet been concluded,. In Table IV, Senegal had been omitted under the

headings "Sea water" and "Limestone"* '..ith regard to the plastics industry,

the authors of the report appeared to-be unaware of the fact that their was

a factory in Dakar which had been set up to supply the market of former French

,.:est Africa; and which was at preset producing only at half capacity.
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According to the reports Senegal should concentrate on developing medium

industries iop the processing of agricultural products^ in fact it already

possessed a petroleum refinery and would have made plans ior the construction

of a fertilizer plant without waiting for the arrival of the mission.

The CHAI^JvlAlT asked members of the Committee to submit detailed

corrections to the secretariat, who would see that they were taken into

account.

Mr. LOKO (Dahomey) considered that the report gave an excellent

account of underground potential.

His delegation shared the view of the delegate of Togo regarding the

division of the sub-region into three areas, borne countries such as Togo

and Dahomey, had "been placed in different areas although they were united

by common economic interests^ the building of a dam on the Mono was a

typical example.

He pointed out that his country possessed considerable limestone

deposits, which would justify the setting up of a clinker plant the products

of which could be exported to Ghana and the Ivory Coast. The construction

of a small i'ishin^ port would facilitate the establishment of a fish-process

ing industry. Local industries should be developed.

His delegation supported die view of the delegate of Senegal regarding

the next meeting of directors of technical and planning services.

i£r". ■'BURTIIELOr (ivory Coast) drew attention to mistakes and omissions

in the Report, indicating a lack of consistency.

lie supported the view of the delegate of Senegal regarding the agreement

on automobile assembly, and wholeheartedly'agreed with the delegate of Nigeria

as to the preparation of a more complete report for the Bamako Conference?

■to include both observations made at the present session and plans envisaged

by each government for its country's development. In the final analysis, it

was governments that were responsible for adopting and implementing ECA's

suggestions.



. lUr, DEBRAR ( Olivia) thought that the mission's report represented

only a preliminary assessment of the industrial problems of the sub-region.

If it were to constitute a proper working document, it should contain a

thorough- assessment of resources of manpower and material, a detailed

account of existing institutions for research and training, and a careful

study of the industrial requirements of the sub-region. It was only on

that basis that systems of priority could be worked out.

He therefore asked lor those preliminary studies to be carried further,

and for that purpose a mission of only two or three members, possibly, led by

the Executive Secretary in person, should be cent out. Its task would be

to draw up ancvsr-all report vrhich would make it possible to prepare a plan

of economic e::^ ansion i or che whole of the sub-region, possibly assisted

by three or four high officials loaned by their respective governments.

1'iT. SSSOMJ (Cameroon) regretted that his country was not mentioned

in the report. Since the document did not deal with all countries in the

sub-region, it did not live up to its title and the work could not be re

garded as complete. A new mission should be sent to the countries which

had not yet been visited and, pending the issue of a final versions the

title of the report before the Committee should be amended.

Kr» CURTIS (Guinea) proposed that SCA should draw up a list of

industries ^Ire^t1. - in c;--.^atic^. tor each country indicating the elate on

which production had effectively been started and the maximum capacity of

the industry and of industries in process of being established with an

indication of how far the project had advanced, financing methods, etc.

He supported the proposal submitted by the representative of Senegal.

Mr, EWIMJ'(secretary) welcomed the debate5 all the more since

it was very .difficult to sketch out .the initial s eps to be taken in

industrial developmenty the secretariat was therefore most grateful for

the suggestions and criticisms put forward. ' ■

Lack of time had prevented the \est African Industrial Co-ordination

Mission from visiting all the countries of the sub-region. But the

secretariat would take steps to see that the other countries were visited
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at the earliest possible moment.

The secretariat requested delegations to send in the maximum number of

corrections and comments in writing so that the working document could be

made as accurate as possible. More detailed sectoral studies had recently

been undertaken for the iron and steel, chemical products and fertilizers,

textile and cement industries and the processing of food products. The

secretariat intended to submit five or six studies of that type to the

Bamako Conference. But it was for the governments concerned to indicate the

lines on which ECA should draw up an adequate co-ordination plan. There

was a difference between publishing information and figures and analysing

the possibilities of carrying out a project. The success of the co-ordination

plan would depend on the extent to which the governments concerned were ready

to abandon certain of their projects in the general interest. It was to be

hoped that by the.time the.Bamako Conference met a spirit of mutual concessions

would have had time to materialize. . . ..

If the opinion prevailed that such a step would be useful, ECA was

willing to send another, smaller mission to T'est Africa to help them conclude

agreements which would facilitate them drawing up of a rational economic plan.

At the previous session of the Standing Committee on Industry, Transport

and Natural Resources, it had been agreed that certain documents would be

prepared by the Bernis Group and others by SCA. The two advisory groups would

meet,' however, before the Bamako Conference to harmonize their views.

. Mr. l-i'DAW (Mali) agreed with the representative of Senegal aonce-rning

the revision of the report. The Mali delegation requested the preparation-

of a list of industrialization criteria to be used in working out a combined

economic policy. It would like to see a number of possible industrial develop

ment schemes drawn up with an outline map 01 their situation, a table of

possible exchanges of industrial products and some indication of possible clear

ing methods. Only when such schemes were available would the various Qoyern-

ments be sufficiently, well informed to make a decision. The Mali delega

tion intended to submit a draft resolution in that sense. '
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Report of the ECA Industrial Co-ordination Mission to bast and Central

Africa (E/CN.14/247/Corr.l)

Mr. MIVILA (Northern Rhodesia) considered that the report

provided an excellent basis for discussion and deserved the Committee's

approval. It was essentially, however, a preliminary study for the

consideration of governments and they would draw the appropriate conclu

sions, taking due account of their political organization and their

respective economic and industrial development plans. It was therefore

for the Conference of Ministers to carry out the detailed analysis and

to take the relevant decisions.

Mr. MATOVA (Uganda) was glad that the conclusions of the

Industrial Co-ordination Mission to East and Central Africa would be

examined at a sub—regional meeting. He thought, however, that the

secretariat should give more detailed information on a number of points,

namely: (a) the effects on national economies of the setting up of a

particular industry in a given area (that question was mentioned by the

Mission in paragraph I65 of its Report); (b) the establishment of

industries employing large quantities of manpower rather than capital-

intensive industries with a view to reducing unemployment and establishing

industries with considerable capacity capable of giving rise to further

industries; (c) compensation for the loss of custom duties resulting from

the establishment of industries the output of which would replace imported

goods; (d) price fluctuations and unemployment in countries'where industries

with a very elastic demand would be set up.

'Further particulars should be supplied on the fiscal policies of

countries in the sub-region and on the mission's proposal to introduce

a system for co-ordinating industrial development and planning. It

would also be necessary to examine transport costs and to compare the

prices of goods produced in the sub-region with those of imported goods.

Lastly, the secretarial should look for markets outside the sub-

region so that the demand for industrial products should extend beyond

the limits of the sub-regional markets.
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Mr.., RABEDAGRO.(Madagascar) stressed that the report was-i

since it did not refer to Madagascar and he expressed the hope that

would be filled without delay. .

Industrialization was closely linked to the problem of finding markets

and it would be.desirable if reports on industrialization contained, in*':

respect of .each -sub-region, (l) a complete list of the countries:c6ricerh&$r;:"

(2) a list of all old-established, new and projected industries,

their capacity and the length of time they had been in operation; (3-)-

of forecasts of present and future needs; (4) a comparative . table of' product :-

tion costs for different products. For that purpose, it would be-advisable : r

if EGA did not confine itself to sending a questionnaire to governments, .but

requested its'experts to collect all the required data on the spot from the-;;..

competent national authorities.

The probability that commercial relationships would sooner or later

be established between the sub-regions was an. important point which should1"

not be overlooked but carefully examined. . ■ : -..■-. -v ■'.

Ato TEKLE HAIMANOT GEBRE MABIAM (Ethiopia) stressed the'importance

of the co-ordination of industrialization-plans in view of' the"'difference"'"-■■

between States, bo;th: in.,respect of political outlook and of economic- .■ .' ■-■■'■ ft'

organization. : The.first recommendation, that should be made to countries' •

in the three sub-regions should therefore be that they should seek common ' ''

methods of approach to the problem of economic development. '■■■"■ -■-'■■

The mission sent to Sast and Central Africa was to be congratulated"

on having been able to collect so much valuable information in'so short :;

a time. It would,, however, been preferable if it had adopted more uniform ■ "■

methods in presenting its report. It should also have attempted to' evaluate

the various projects so as to lighten the subsequent work of the governments.

Moreover,, the, co-ordination of industrialization pre-eupposed not only

anoTer-all.plan, but also the setting up of an efficient organization for' '

carrying it out; SCA should devote some attention to the influence of

public administration on economic development.
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Lastly, before making its final recommendations as to which-projects

were-worthy of consideration, the secretariat should study, perhaps in : v

collaboration with the Special Fund, what resources were available to each

of the three sub-regionso , . .

Mr.. IACEO-IX (Congo (Leopoldvill ■ "* .that, although'the ' :

HepuWio of the Congo (Leopoldville) hoped tor the creation of a new

Cento},-Afrioan sub-region and was intending-to submit a draft resolu- :

Won in that sense;-that did not mean it failed to recognize its 'close ' :l

geographical ties with Bast Africa, and it hoped to- continue to be '

associated.with the activities relating to the East Africansoii>-region; "

Hie Congolese dele-jaxion had requested that the report on East

Africa be revised to take account of the industrial possibilities of

the Eastern Congo and with that in view it had handed a draft preamble

to the-s-eoretariat. In doing so, it intended no criticism of the

seorq^axiat,: which.it congratulated on the excellent list of possible ;
investments it had drawn upe ,.: : . :■ . ■:

- As, suggested in, the proposal of Senegal and Mali the national '

directors-of industrial development should bW associated with the work

of the expert missions. A meeting of those national official's might be :

instructed to prepare the proposed sub-regional meeting' of* Ministers;

it oould draw up a-number.of consistent outline-programmes forShe " '

establishment of new industries between' which the responsible' ministers

oould make their choice on political grounds.

His.delegation wished to draw the Committee»b' attention to the need

to work out a common xtratosTT of eoononic development. The mission^

report ;said that it wan -r-.e-P^a-y to concentrate investments at Certain

points that would act as oat^yaae; : J - - - —.^tio points were so

numerous that as a result tha.p-ojects would become dispersed, Saoh

dispersalmight.be ^vr^-,,:i *+ th3 common, market were to remain a mere -- i

utopiaj but if it vzts.: sorictisly -intended, such an attitude was already

outmoded and the need to concentrate investments at the points of maximum -

impact should '?t rocolut?.ly f?cedn :
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Mr. EWIFG (Secretariat) said that the remarks he had made at

the close of the discussion on the report on West Africa applied equally

to the report on East and Central Africa: mistakes which had "been pointed

out would be corrected, the studies that had "been begun would "be completed,

and the secretariat would remain in close contact with the Governments

concerned until the proposed meeting of Ministers took place.

He thanked delegations that had expressed their opinions and had

thereby given the secretariat valuable guidance in its work..
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REPORT OP THE INDUSTRIAL CO-ORDINATION MISSION IN ALGERIA, LIBYA, MOROCCO

AND TUNISIA (E/CN.14/248 and Corr.l, E/CN.14/285)

Mr. ABDELKADER (Algeria) stated that during the previous week

at a meeting1, on ECA activities in North Africa, the delegations of the

four countries visited had expressed their agreement on the contents and

conclusions of the mission's report. In their report (E/CN. 14/285) they

had recommended that the Executive Secretary should set up as soon as

possihle a number of ad hoc committees to carry out the mission's recom

mendations.

As Chairman of the Standing Committee on Indus-try, Transport and

Natural Resources, he pointed out that neither the Standing Committee nor

the secretariat underestimated the difficulties of co-ordination in indus

trialization. Such co-ordination was, however, imperative. Certain members

of the Committee seemed to regard it as a political task within the direct

competence of Governments. But although it was true that it was for Govern

ments to ensure the political unity of Africa, that political unity required

a solid economic foundation and it was at that point that the intervention

of experts and of ECA was essential. Despite all the reservations that

might be made, that intervention was shaping well and there "were grounds

for hope that at its next session, the Committee would be presented with

a positive "balance sheet,

Mr. MEKOUAR (Morocco) hoped that the preparation and presenta

tion of industrialization would be standardized on the basis of precise

criteriae The secretariat should first draw up an over—all picture of

the existing situation in the different sub—regions. It should then make

an estimate of the potentialities of each region. The third stage should

be the analysis of the economic effects of the various outline programmes

it had prepared. Lastly, it would propose solutions at the sub—regional

or, if need "be, at the regional level. The systematic standardization

of studies on those lines would considerably lighten the work of construc

tion and choice which Governments would subsequently have to perform*
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(iii) Transport (e/CN.14/249, E/CB.14/250)

Report on the preparation of an African telecommunication network (E/CN.14/249)

Mr. 0K0ND0 (Secretariat), presented th^ report, and gave an r _-

count of the collaboration "between the ECA and The International Telecom

munication Union. The immediate aim was the establishment of provisional

inter-African telecommunications circuits proposed by the Organization

of African Unity at its first meeting, so as to open the way for the real

ization of the all-African network proposed by ITU within the framework

of its world plan.

Paragraph 31 of the report gave a list of the centres to be linked

by the provisional network as shown in the Dakar plan or proposed at tl:o

Rome meeting; it should be noted that the list' was not- 'exhaustive and the

ITU Planning Committee would doubtless add to it at its next session.

He hoped that the Committee would approve the project submitted to

it so that the regrettable situation whereby African countries were in

many cases compelled to route their communications via the European metro

politan countries would be brought to an end as soon as possible,

Mr. OKORIE (Nigeria) said that document E/CH.14/249 did. not seem

to take account of the deliberations at the Rome Meeting which was held

in November/December 1963, and wrongly stated that the African and Malagasy

Post and Telegraph Union (UAMPT) was the sole telecommunications plan pre-

pared outside of the ITU; whereas, in fact, the seme applied to the Nigerian

plan.

The representatives of the West African countries had discussed the

plans and had agreed on the following pointss (a) the West African

telecommunications plan,should avoid all tincture of discrimination; (b)

as the Nigerian plan already existed, ECA should be requested to suspend

its proposed measures with regard to the UAMPT plan; (c) ECA should accept

the Nigerian plan; (d). the problem of a unified telecommunications pier

for West Africa should be referred to a special ECA/lTU committee of

experts and representatives of all West African countries. The urgent

need to install the provisional circuits mentioned in paragraph 31 of

the document in question was also recognized.
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He asked whether consideration had "been, given to transit traffic,

tariffs, and telecommunications centres, and whether an attempt had "been

made to decide which of the provisional circuits uould "be included in the

world plan.

Further clarification was also desirable on the number and situation

of equipment pools mentioned in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph

34 and on the method of delivering spare parts to the countries where the

equipment would be installed*'

Those observations apart, he approved the plans set out in.the docu

ment and, in particular, the points made in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b)

of paragraph 43. '

Mr, MAMKOUBI (Togo) said that the UAMPT Plan had not been

abandoned in favour of the Nigerian plan: on the contrary, at the meeting

of which the Nigerian representative had spoken, it was recognized that

the substantial investments that had been made by the countries formerly

belonging to the French community could not simply be ignored and that

a solution must- be found by which the Nigerian plan could be integrated

with the UAMPT Plan, He hoped that Nigeria would not refuse to co-operate

in the attempt at reconciliation,-

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Committee could not accept the

Nigerian representative's criticisms of the UAMPT in the absence of a

representative of that body whioh collaborated with ECX, It would be a

pity to depart from the spirit of co-operation which had prevailed till

then.

Mr, BEEHANU WAKVAYA (Ethiopia) said that the Ethiopian Govern

ment- welcomed the agreement between ECA and ITU, since it considered that

the establishment of a telecommunications network was essential to the

expansion of intra—African trade and for the economic development of t-.o

continent. One of the difficulties of creating a new circuit was that

it was impossible to foresee in advance the volume of traffic on which

its profitable working depended. Particular interest, therefore, attached

to the proposal to set up an equipment pool from which number'- States could
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borrow equipment. In the near future, the possibility would have to "be

considered of setting up an African telecommunications union or a stand

ing committee on telecommunications, one of whose main tasks would "be to

work out a common policy so that uniform and reasonably low rates could

be charged throughout the African continent.

Special efforts' should be' devoted to training in view of the lack

of qualified staff which would be felt all the more keenly as the network

was extended. L

Pre-investment studies were also extremely important, since it was

°^*e.n. ^^^-9;ul^. ^Q-obtain the credits necessary^ to.purchase expensive

equipment which did not yield-immediate returns; -the.' Ethiopian -delegation...

accordingly supported the proposals in the report regarding assistance

from the Special Fund in the financing of certain projects,

. Mr, IT.'DAW (Mali) recalled that the Malian delegation had stated

in plenary that, its Government possessed, equipment ,and .trained staff which

belonged to a technical organization set up under the former Casablanca

Charter. That equipment - which included Thomson-Houston.and Czechoslovak

machines - could be used in installing an integrated African.network.

The Malian delegation would also-.request ECA to make a technical

study of all telecommunications networks and organizations in Africa and

to submit a practical proposal to the Organization of African Unity so

that final and irrevocable political decisions could be taken at the ■

highest level. . . .:vf.;::

■"■ Mr. LACEOIX (Conge (Leopoldville)) said that as they were discus

sing the problem of telecommunications' in Africa, he would take the op

portunity to invite Committee members to share his pleasure at the forth

coming-inauguration of the first telex connexion between Lagos and

Leopoldville.

'Mi?. SARMATE (international Communications Union), replying to

a question from Mr. MATOVU (Uganda), admitted that a high frequency net- '

work had certain technical drawbacks, but African problems were urgent,

distances were immense and it had been thought best, to avoid delay, to
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select that type of network which was the most practical, cheapest and

easiest to install in existing circumstances. It would, in any case, be

a temporary network which would he replaced hy improved, permanent circuits

as soon as'the equipment was available and the volume of traffic justified

it.

ITU found the interest shown by delegations in its modest project

particularly encouraging. Later, it would provide a more detailed account

of its plan for an effective telecommunications network between African

countries.

Report on joint activities with the ICAO towards the development.-of air

transport in Africa E/CN.14/250/Rev.2; E/CN.14/277

Mr, LESTER (international Civil Aviation Organization) present

ing the report, "said that it should be taken in conjunction with document

E/CIT.I4/277, which was the latest progress report on the work of two ICAO

experts who were travelling through Africa collecting information and

statistical data on air transport. It was the first time that ICAO had

taken part in such a regional study, so that.its work should be regarded

as beipg experimental.and preliminary only. Subsequently, it would make

a more detailed study of the individual needs of the various countries

in the region. It had taken due note of the directives given in the re

port of the Standing Committee on Industry, Transport and Natural Resources

and would do its best to carry them into effect. Field work would.be

finished within about six weeks; work on the data would take another two .

months, and ICAO hoped to be able to publish its final report about July.

ICAO was also planning to organize in.November I964 at Addis Ababa

a meeting of officials responsible for air services in Africa. That meet

ing, at which economic problems would be studied, would shortly be followed

by the ICAO technical meeting- one of its series of biennial regional

conferences- which would be held in Rome in November or December, and

any proposals arising from the discussions at Addis Ababa could, if neces

sary, be submitted to it.
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Mr, ABEELKADER (Algeria), Chairman of the Standing Committee

on Industry, Transport and Natural Resources, recalled that at its second

session the Committee had welcomed the collaboration of ICAO, as well as

the spirit in which it worked and the plans it had in mind. He thought,

however, that a clear distinction should be made between the ECA/lCAO co

operation and the work programme set out in the report of the second ses

sion of the Standing Committee. He hoped that the ICAO regional meeting

on air navigation and the similar conference organized in Africa under

the auspices of ECA would be held more or less simultaneously so that

the preliminary work in conjunction with ICAO could start shortly.

•■:. Mr, TAN GREVEIOTGHE (France) stated that, to enable States which

had set up multi-national companies to meet the heavy charges involved,

France was paying a share of the operational expenses and of the costs

of infra-structure and staff training which, in 19^3? amounted to a total

of $2,600,000. In addition, France was providing those States with techn-

ical co-operation, by making a thousand or so experts available to them

and by providing training facilities in France for about 200 Africans, not

to mention those who were being trained in Africa and Madagascar,

Referring to the report of the Sub-Working Party on Air Transport

(E/CEM4/250/Rev,l, Annex II), he noted that paragraph 4 of the Annex

said that "the development of African air transport services ..., would

require a measure of protection certainly in the initial stages ... ".

If that meant merely that competition in Africa should be limited, and

that a direct encounter with the big international airlines should be so

far as possible avoided, the French delegation could only agree. But if

the recommendation was intended to lead to more restrictive practices,

it should be recalled that African States could best develop their air

transport by collaborating with the countries which provided the greatest

amount of air traffic on a basis of reciprocity guaranteed by inter

company agreements,,

In paragraphs 5 and 7, the Sub-Working Party recommended "the pool

ing of air services and aircraft spares" - a proposal which seemed to

require further careful study.
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Paragraph. 8 proposed the setting up o£ an. African civil aviation

conference. The French delegation was concerned lest such a conference

duplicate the work of the African—Indian Ocean regional; meeting organised

by ICAO during 1964..

.He referred to. the example of the European Civil Aviation Commission

of which 19 European States were members and whose function it was to

facilitate relations "between those States,, without hampering the air trans

port operations of non—member States and without imposing any restrictions

on them; ICAO.provided the secretariat. That was an example of co-opera

tion which African States might bear in mind.

. - Mr, ABDELKADER (Algeria), Chairman of the Standing-Committee

on Industry., Transport and Natural Resources said in replying to the French

representative that there was no question of discrimination: the Africans

responsible for air. transport were business men who understood the need"

for and-already practiced.collaboration on a world &cale. ■ But- they wished

to- be inform© •.' of what was happening in Africa, if only to know what their

joint resources amounted to in that field. ■ Algeria'also possessed a civil

air fleet which was not fully utilized*.

The pooling of aircraft spares might be difficult in view of the

variety of types of aircraft used, the lack of available, resources, and .

the number, of services which had to be maintained.

With regard to the two proposed regional meetings, he thought that,

without neglecting its relations w'.^h the rest of the world, Africa alone

was in a position to draw up a list of its possibilities and needs, so

that, for the moment, a purely African meeting for that purpose seemed

desirable,

Mr. BROWBING (United Kingdom) said that he was glad to note from

document E/CF.14/277 that ICAO was keeping in close touch with all civil

aviation developments in Africa, He hoped that ICAO/ECA collaboration ,

would continue even aitor the experts' report was completede

Mr, F'MW (Mali) wondered whether the two proposed meetings might

not be merged so as to relieve the ECA budget. Could not ICAO rearrange
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its agenda and divide the meeting into two parts: the first, to be devoted

to drawing up a list of African needs and availabilities; and the second

to the normal work programme of the African-Indian Ocean meeting?

Mr. LESTER (international Civil Aviation Organization) said that

ICAO and ECA had carefully examined that possibility which, though at

tractive, had its disadvantages. Very few of those participating in the

first part of the meeting would attend the second part; the African-Indian

Ocean meeting was essentially one for technicians dealing with ground

installations, which was certainly a subject which bore on air transport,

but did not affect the major problems. Moreover, those technical meetings

had had the same participants and the same secretariat for fifteen years

and it was preferable not to upset the established practice. Finally,

the AjFricaJwIndian Ocean would be held in Rome and it was better if a meet

ing devoted to Africa were held somewhere more accessible to the African

countries, e.g., in Addis Ababa.

The CHAIRMAN said that in the light of the arguments brought

forward by the ICAO representative, it appeared difficult to merge the

two meetings in question. He closed the discussion on item 5 (•) of

agenda.

The meeting rose at 6:55 P*m»
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